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RAS BIHARI BOSE
Where Education is a Passion

Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University is setup under
the Uttarakhand Adhiniyam, 2016 (UK Act No. 35
of 2016) as passed by the Uttarakhand Legislature
and assented to by the Honorable Governor of
Uttarakhand in December 2016. The University
was established under the aegis of Dr. Jagat Narain
Subharti Charitable Trust, Dehradun, which has set
up exemplary precedents in knowledge creation
and dissemination in field of education and delivery
of commendable services in health, social welfare,
outreach and philanthropy. The main campus of the
University is situated at Kotda Santaur, Aamwala
Road, Nanda ki Chowki, Premnagar, about one km
from the National highway- 72, at Chakrata Road,
Dehradun.The picturesque campus aptly called
‘Subhartipuram’, is spread over a sprawling ecofriendly and serene area of about 20 acres of land
with laudable infrastructure and enviable facilities
at the foot hills of the Himalayas. The University
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boasts of an excellent faculty base under whose
tutelage the students are envisaged to discover
their full potential and become future leaders,
technocrats, academicians, scientists, inventors and
value based professionals. A variety of technology
driven instructional facilities and aids, ‘smart’
classrooms, state of the art laboratories and libraries
with impressive collection of academic resources,
e-learning supplements and tools including full
text electronic journals, online databases etc. Make
this University a pioneer in knowledge creation,
innovation and dissemination.
The uniqueness of Subharti University lies in
providing an environment fully conducive to
holistic training of students, maintaining a synergy
of achieving academic excellence, extra curricular
prowess and developing social, moral and ethical
responsibilities.

SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
“The aim of this University is to impart the best and the highest level of education
to the students and also to guide the energy of the youth of our country in the
right direction. This aim can only be achieved by educating the youth by the
dedicated teachers with the excellent infrastructure and methodology along
with instilling the feeling of nationality amongst them. Education combined
with national character is the only instrument which can nurture and brighten
the future of students and of the nation.”

You are much

STRONGER
Than you

Think ...
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OUR VISION AND
OBJECTIVES
SUBHARTI IS A ROAD
TO EXCELLENCE
By providing our students the best
infrastructure and conducive environment,
highly acclaimed faculty, who help them
discover and achieve what they aim for.

SUBHARTI IS A MISSION OF SERVICE
To provide basic necessities of life such as health and education to everyone without any discrimination
based on caste, creed, religion or any other factor, by establishing Schools, Colleges, Hospitals, Ashrams, and
Service Centers.

SUBHARTI IS A REVOLUTION OF LOVE AND SACRIFICE

To bring people together by removing hatred, spreading love, building up moral and national character and
service of mankind so as to make the dream of “VASUDHAIV KUTUMBAKAM” come true. Social reforms by
formation of casteless society, removal of communalism, terrorism are its important activities.

SUBHARTI IS AN EXPESSION OF GRATITUDE

To those who sacrificed their lives in the cause of humanity, equality and independence of the country, thus
committing itself to NATIONAL INTEGRATION. That why this University has been named after one of the
most illustrious sons of its country – Ras Bihari Bose.
RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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THE VISIONARY
The boy who set out to make his dream
a success was none other than Dr. Atul
Krishna, who was still in his sophomore
year at LLRM Medical College, Meerut at
that time. Armed with a post graduate
degree in General Surgery, Dr. Atul soon
set out to realize his dream which had
already taken shape in his mind.
The dream was to establish such
institutions of education and training
that would produce highly skilled
graduates and masters of academic
excellence in every field and all aspects
of life.
Graced with fore-vision, versatility, a
genius mind and gifted with a vibrant
and vivacious personality, Dr. Atul
Krishna is not only a reputed surgeon
of Northern India but is also a great
philanthropist, a learned thinker,
visionary and a committed, staunch
social reformer, dedicated to the
upliftment of the downtrodden and
weaker sections of society. Dr. Atul
Krishna is the founder of ‘Subharti,’ a
duly registered body, engaged in social
service and various other activities.

He has also established a University
in Meerut, U.P. in the name of Swami
Vivekanand Subharti University, in
addition to several primary, secondary
level schools and rural hospitals in the
remotest villages.
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MESSAGE
‘’Subharti meaning ‘lqHkkjrh;’ is not just a name
but a movement. A movement of converting our
youth into ‘lq’ meaning ‘’Good’’, ‘Hkkjrh;’ meaning
‘an Indian’, “a good Indian”.
Education is the first step towards making our
people responsible. We started this University
with the dream of making our young Indians not
only professionally sound but also motivated
nationals, who are inclined towards not just
building their career but making their parents
proud and also fulfil their social and national
duties.
^f’k{kk lsok laLdkj* is our motto which is based on the
values and ethics with which the University was
established.

I am confident that soon, we will not only be one
of the top ranking Universities of India, we will be
on the International map and be known for our
unique combination of values and academics.
Till date, we have left no stone unturned towards
achieving excellence and we will keep working
towards perfection.
Jai Subharti and Jai Hind

Dr. ATUL KRISHNA
MBBS, MS
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Dr. JAGAT NARAIN

SUBHARTI CHARITABLE
TRUST
The Trust has a broader vision to facilitate quality professional
education driven by uncompromising ethics and professional
approach. The Trust is determined to make this University a
jewel in the crown of the Nation.

HISTORY
Dr. Jagat Narain Subharti Charitable Trust,
Dehradun was established in 2011. The aim of this
establishment is to guide the energy of the youth of
our country in the right direction. This aim can only
be achieved by educating the youth. Education is the
only one instrument which can be used in nurturing
and nursing the future citizens of the nation. Thus,
the Trust ventured into the field of education by
establishing educational institutions.
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The Trust has a broader vision to facilitate quality
professional education and shall be driven by
uncompromising ethics and professional approach.
The Trust is determined to make this University a
jewel in the crown of the nation. The Ras Bihari Bose
Subharti University, Dehradun is culmination of a
cherished dream of Dr. Atul Krishna, a multi faceted
personality and a visionary.

THE MANAGING TRUSTEE
Dr. Mukti Bhatnagar, a Dynamic, Versatile, Charismatic and
Multidimensional Personality is a Professor of Medicine and
a teacher of high acclaim and repute. She was born in the holy
city of Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh, India, in a prestigious family
of educationists, doctors and civil servants, which somewhat
predestined her future and purpose as a Medical Professional.
She completed her graduation [MBBS] and Post Graduation [MD
in General Medicine] from M.L.N. Medical College, Allahabad.

Presently, she is professor of Medicine at Subharti Medical
College, Meerut and a popular teacher, extensively upheld
for her professional competence, calibre and knowledge.
During her student days, she excelled in extra – curricular
activities also which included debates, declamation, dramatics,
Indian classical, vocal and instrumental music, dancing,fine
arts, athletics etc. She did a course in imaging techniques at
Blackpool, Preston and at South Hampton Royal Hospital in
United Kingdom and has had the honour of being invited by the National Institute of Social defence as a
Resource Person, to lecture students of six months and one year diploma course on integrated geriatric care.

She has had the most coveted distinction of presenting lecture on ‘’physical disability in the elderly“ and
on “physical rehabilitation disabilities in old age’’ before an august gathering of ‘SAARC’ member countries
in 2008 and 2009, respectively. She is also Director in Lokpriya Hospital, a 300 bedded Super Speciality
Hospital and has been Senior Medical Superintendent of about 1000 bedded Chhatrapati Shivaji Subharti
Hospital, Meerut. In recognition of her dedicated services in the field of education, health and social service,
she was conferred with the ‘UP Ratna in 2008 by All India Conference of Intellectuals. She received ‘The
Mahila Gaurav Samman’ on her work in the field of Women upliftment and empowerment.

She has to her credit the ‘’Rajiv Gandhi Shiromani Award” given by the National Integration and Economic
Council, New Delhi on 9th August 2009 for her unstinted contribution towards the spread of peace and
harmony in the community.
She was honoured by Hon’ble Vice Chancellor of CCS University Prof. N.K. Taneja for ‘’Service Towards The
Women Welfare” on International Women’s Day by department of History, C.C.S. University, Meerut , on
10th March 2011. Recently , she has been felicitated by the consortium of competence in education for
her excellence in this field on 4th March 2012.

On National Medical Platform, she has presented a guest lecture on “Hippocratic Oath –Revisiting in the present
Medical Scenario” on 1st February 2013 at the 68th APICON 2013 [National Conference] at Coimbatore, India
and authored in much acclaimed API medical update vol . 23, 123: chapter 149, titled: Hippocratic oath:
revisiting in present medical scenario.
The birth and thrift of this University is the sweet fruit of the shared vision and diligent labour of Dr.
Mukti Bhatnagar with Dr. Atul Krishna.

Dr. MUKTI BHATNAGAR
MBBS, MD, PGDMCH
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THE CHANCELLOR
The vision of Mr Yesh Vardhan in his own words
is, “during my college years I always had a strong
desire to do something that should elevate life of the
people of my country. I had a feeling that this could
be achieved by introducing professional studies
which can create vast job opportunities. At that time
the concept of professional education was limited
to Medical and Dental Education Colleges. Today
I am proud to realize my dreams. Ras Bihari Bose
Subharti University is on the way to establish ‘group
of Educational Institutions’ imparting education in
the field of Medical, Nursing, Technical, Management
and other fields of education.”

He is of a strong opinion that Uttarakhand has very
hardworking and dedicated workforce, all they need
is proper motivation and education. Management
education shall ensure a secured future to the
students and shall undoubtedly ensure that hard earned money of the parents is put to the best use.

He commits that, “as Chancellor of Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University, I assure you that you shall be provided
with the best of professional atmosphere. We have taken great care in recruiting experienced and dedicated
teaching faculty. They shall guide you to a new future full of promises. I shall consider myself fortunate, if I
can contribute to the society through the noble service of education.”
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Dr. K.K.B.M

SUBHARTI HOSPITAL

Where Education is a Passion

A 350 Bedded Multi-Speciality Hospital
with 24 Hours Emergency Services

Dr. K.K.B.M Subharti Hospital is a prestigious
350 bedded multi- speciality, 5 storied Hospital
associated with Shridev Suman Subharti
Medical College. It was founded as a maiden
venture of Dr. Jagat Narain Subharti Charitable
Trust and has continued to provide affordable
quality health care and services to the
disadvantaged and underserved population of
peri-urban and rural Dehradun. The hospital
boasts of state of the art facilities and expertise
for best of training and provision of care

The Hospital has been started as a Centre with
enduring value and a mission for concern for
people. The Hospital is committed to provide world
class healthcare services at most affordable cost.
Irrespective of the patient being rich or poor, literate
or illiterate or of any cast, creed or belief, we treat
all with care, dedication, courtesy, compassion and
competence. We strongly believe in cure with care.
We are ably supported by a team of skilled doctors
to ensure monitoring of treatment, round the clock.
Our nursing personnel attend and serve patients
with dignified, compassionate and professional care.
The doctors and nursing personnel work in tandem
to provide high standards of care. The hospital is
equipped with latest facilities, which function round
RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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the clock including ECG, Ultra- Sound, most advanced
Ventilators, X- ray and Medical Laboratory, and six
operation theatres which can take up all surgeries
ranging from open to endoscopic and laparoscopic
surgeries, supported by well-equipped life support
systems and post-operative care. The intensive care
areas are air conditioned for optimum comfort and
infection free environment.
Dr. K.K.B.M Subharti Hospital is distinguished by
quality of care. We treat patients based on the level of
care they need and the amount and of time they need,
with enough flexibility to adjust the plan to each
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patients’ progress. The hospital also embraces the
belief that the environment of care is as important
as the techniques of care. Our beautiful campus in
Dehradun is homelike and dignified. It offers our
patients the environment they need to fasten the
process of recovery.
To spread awareness, the institution has also been
holding free checkup camps in the nearby villages
and poor areas at regular intervals.

SERVICES AND FACILITIES:
Services:
• 24 Hrs. Emergency
• Comprehensive services (prevention, treatment,
education, research, community services)
• Strong population based outreach programs
• National Health Programs (DOTS, MDT, RCH
including Immunization services)
• State of the art ICCU/PICU/NICU/SICU
CASUALITY SERVICES

Specialty Clinics and Services in:

Heart, Chest Diseases ; Hypertension and Diabetes
Management; Bone and joints diseases; General
and Laparoscopic Surgery, Plastic Surgery,
Pediatric ailments, Skin diseases, Diseases of Ear,
Nose and throat, Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Diseases of eye.

Facilities:

Ultrasound and X-ray
Endoscopy
Physiotherapy
Comprehensive Lab Investigation
Blood Bank

On Panel
C.G.H.S.
E.S.I
F.R.I
M.S.B.Y
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Shridev Suman
SUBHARTI MEDICAL COLLEGE
Where Education is a Passion

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

ABOUT US

1. MBBS :

Shridev Suman Subharti Medical College is a center
par excellence in Uttarakhand for imparting quality
medical education of international standards in
today’s globalized environment. It envisages building
superlative academic and professional acumen
in disease management, health care delivery and
research. The programs are designed to keep pace
with the ever changing healthcare industry and its
environment, where healthcare is envisioned as
an integrated three dimensional model-education,
research and service.

We pride ourselves in having distinguished faculty
with excellent academic and experiential profile from
across the country and abroad. The centre boasts of
state of the art instructional facilities and aids, ‘smart’
classrooms, laboratories and libraries for effective,
need based and demand driven knowledge creation
and dissemination.

RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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(4.5 years + 1 year internship)

Qualifications and Minimum marks:
Only those candidates who have been declared
qualified in NATIONAL ELIGIBILITY CUM
ENTRANCE TEST (UG) 2017 (NEET-UG
2017) are eligible to apply.

Mode of Admission:

Through Counseling to be conducted as per
the orders of the Hon’ble Supreme Court/The
Government.

2. M.Sc. Medical: Anatomy, Physiology,
Biochemistry, Microbiology
(3 Years)

Qualifications and Minimum marks:
MBBS/BDS/BPT/B.ScNursing/ B.Sc. with PCB/
B.Sc (H.Sc.)/BNYS with 50% marks.

Principal and Dean
Shridev Suman Subharti Medical College

Qualifications and Minimum marks:
BPT, B.Sc.Opt., MLT, MRIT, DPT, D.Opt:

PARAMEDICAL PROGRAMS:
1. Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT):
(4.5 years)

2. B.Sc. in Optometry:
3. B.Sc. in Medical Lab Technology (MLT)
4. B.Sc. in Medical Radiography and Imaging
Technology (MRIT):
(3.5 years)

5. Diploma in Physiotherapy (DPT), Optometry
(D.Opt.):
(2 years)

The candidate must have passed the 10+2, i.e.
C.B.S.E./ I.S.C / Intermediate board examination or
its equivalent, after a period of 12 years of study;
the last two years of such study, comprising of
Physics, Chemistry, Biology / Biotechnology / Health
Care/Home Science and English from a recognized
Board. The candidate must have passed in the
above mentioned subjects individually and must
have obtained a minimum of 50% marks for BPT
(For SC/ST/OBC candidates a minimum of exact
45%) and 45% marks for other programs i.e. BSc.
MLT, BSc. MRIT, BSc. Opt., DPT.D. Opt. (For SC/ST/
OBC candidates a minimum of 40%) in aggregate
in Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology/
Health Care /Home Science, taken together.

Lateral Entry: Direct admission to second year for
all undergraduate programs is subject to availability
of seats. Candidates who passed regular two years
Diploma program with minimum 50% marks in
aggregate from recognized institute are eligible. The
Age for lateral entry shall be 17 to 28 years on or
before 31st December, 2017
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Where Education is a Passion

Narayan Swami
COLLEGE OF NURSING

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. GNM:
(3 years including internship)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
(i) 10+2 with 40% marks from any recognized

ABOUT US
Established in 2007, Naryan Swami College of
Nursing has established itself as a pioneer in nursing
education along with care of individuals, families
and communities so that they may attain, maintain,
or recover optimal health and quality of life. The
College has a unique curriculum and plan of care,
working collaboratively with physicians, therapists,
the patient, the patients’ family and other team
members.
We envisage training of Advanced Practice Nurses
such as Clinical Nurse Specialists and Nurse
Practitioners who would be able to diagnose health
problems and dispense medications and provide
other therapies, as advised by other members of
a health care team, such as therapists, medical
practitioners and dieticians.
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board. However Science is preferable. Candidates
are also eligible from State Open School
recognized by State Government and National
Institute of Open School (NIOS) recognized by
Central Government.
(ii) For Registered ANM:
10+2 vocational ANM course from the school
recognized by Indian Nursing Council.10+2
Health Care Science - Vocational stream from a
recognized CBSE board/State / Centre.

2. B.Sc. Nursing
(4 Years including Internship)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
(i) 10+2 class passed with science (PCB) with
aggregate of 45% marks and having passed in
English.
(ii) Students qualified in 10+2 examination in
science (PCB) conducted by National
Institute of Open School.

Where Education is a Passion

Keshri Chand
SUBHARTI INSTITUTE
OF PHARMACY

ABOUT US
Keshri Chand Subharti Institute of Pharmacy
was established in the year 2006 with a vision of
promotion of excellence in Pharmacy Education
and to provide opportunities for pharmaceutical
research in the Uttarakhand region so that young
men and women meet the challenges in the area of
pharmaceutical industries, education, research and
development and marketing. The College is affiliated
to Uttarakhand Board of Technical Education,
Roorkee (UBTER) and approved by Pharmacy
Council of India, New Delhi and All India Council of
Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi.
Our aim is to spearhead research and innovation in
emerging areas of Pharmacy and to create an enabling
environment to train innovative, capable and highly
motivated intellectual manpower to meet India’s
needs in close partnership with the Pharmaceutical
industry. We envision to produce professionally
competent students for a career in Pharmacy by
providing value based quality education, provide
readily acceptable trained manpower to meet the
requirement of the national and international
industry in Pharmacy as well as for research and
design and develop strong collaboration with
academic, research institutes as well as industry in
the country and abroad .

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
Diploma in Pharmacy (D.Pharma):
(2 years)

The course of study in Diploma in Pharmacy
comprises of Part-I and Part-II. There shall be
an examination in the first year on the subjects
of Part-I and an examination in the second year
comprising the Part-II subjects.

Qualifications and minimum marks:

(i) 10+2 with Physics and Chemistry as
compulsory subjects along with one of the subjects:
Mathematics / Biology.
(ii) Obtained minimum 45% (40% in case of
reserved category) in the above subjects taken
together.
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Where Education is a Passion

Uttaranchal
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

ABOUT US
Uttaranchal College of Education is a constituent
College of Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University and
approved by N.C.T.E., Jaipur, Rajasthan.

We firmly believe that, ‘Healthy and Progressive
Education goes hand in hand with Healthy and
Attentive Students.’ With this vision, we are
committed to nurture burgeoning teachers and
imbibe in them values, ethics and character and
strong sense of responsibility so they eventually
become pursuers of true wisdomand righteousness
and serve as exemplary role-models for many. Also,
the destiny of nation is shaped in the class rooms.
Our experienced and committed faculty strives to help
facilitate holistic growth of the students into effective
conduits of knowledge creation and dissemination.
We have tailored our training curricula and methods
of application to the changing trends and demand in
a globalized world.
RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. B.Ed.:
(Two Years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Graduation with at least 50% for GEN and OBC
categories and 45% for SC and ST categories.

2. M.A. (Education):

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Graduation with at least 50% for GEN and OBC
categories and 45% for SC and ST categories.

Where Education is a Passion

Chander Singh Garhwali
SUBHARTI POLYTECHNIC
COLLEGE

ABOUT US
Chander Singh Garhwali Subharti Polytechnic
College was established with approval of All India
Council for Technical Education (AICTE) in 2012.
The ever-increasing significance of technology in our
modern economic system in a globalized world has
inspired us to introduce innovative and out of the box
elements into our programmes emphasizing creative
thinking, industry specific conceptual applications,
teamwork, communication, resource management,
economics and ethics.
Having an eco-friendly campus, Chander Singh
Garhwali Subharti Polytechnic College boasts of state
of the art labs, workshops, training equipments and
aids and a well-resourced library to help students
attain highest standards in academics, research and
professional skill. The campus has adequate sports
infrastructure to take care of sports and recreational
activities as well. We aim to impart holistic
development to burgeoning professionals and
nurture them toward becoming strong and focused
human beings. Our motto essentially is to empower

and build capacity of students in academics, applied
research and skill application keeping in perspective
the highly competitive global industrial market.

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
Diploma Engineering:
(3 Years)
1. Civil Engineering
2. Chemical Engineering
3. Electrical Engineering
4. Mechanical Engineering (Automobiles)
5. Mechanical Engineering (Production)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
(i) 10th (High School) with PCM (for first year),
(ii) For Lateral Entry in second year: 12th (senior
secondary) with PCM / ITI.
RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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Where Education is a Passion

Faculty of
COMPUTER SCIENCE

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

ABOUT US

1. BCA:

We have kept abreast with ever growing and
overwhelming influence of Artificial Intelligence in
computation and its application involving all spheres
of human endeavours
Our faculty of Computer studies is a very wellresourced unit with excellent infrastructure and
state of the Art Computer labs, e-enabled tools,
web- linked resource inventory It offers innovatively
designed market and industry driven curricula
with exposure visits, workshops to help learners
harness best of knowledge and skill and thus equip
themselves in accordance with the evolving scenario
in Artificial Intelligence.

(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in 10+2

2. MCA:

(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in Graduation
(Candidate should have passed in Mathematics
at intermediate or graduation level.)

3. B.Sc. Computer Science:
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:

RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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10+2 with Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics

Where Education is a Passion

Faculty of
MANAGEMENT
& COMMERCE
STUDIES
ABOUT US
In view of recent trends and demand for resource
efficient, effective and systematic methods in
management approaches to address developmental
planning and need for training in hitherto unexplored
areas for harnessing managerial skill and acumen,
our faculty of Management Studies offers a variety of
market and industry driven programmes under able
mentorship and tutelage of excellent academicians
and scholars.
The well-resourced faculty with excellent
infrastructure, envisages to facilitate and empower
‘would be’ managers to take up newer challenges in
entrepreneurship and demand from manufacturing /
industry and service sectors

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. BBA:
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in 10+2

2. MBA:

(2 years)
(i) MBA General
(ii) MBA Hospital Admin.
(iii) MBA Fashion Designing

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in Graduation

3. BHM:
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Pass in 10+2

4. DHM:

(1.5 years)
(i) DHM ( F and B Services ):
(ii) DHM (Food production and Bakery):

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Pass in 10+2

5. B.Com.:
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in 10+2

6. B.Com. (Hon.):
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
60% marks in 10+2

7. M.Com.:
(2 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in Graduation
RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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Where Education is a Passion

Faculty of
ARTS

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. BA:
(3 Years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in 10+2

2. B.A. Economics (Honours):
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
60% marks in 10+2

3. M.A:

ABOUT US
In an age of fast changing notions and paradigms due
to globalisation and technological renaissance, the
University, through its faculty of Arts, is keen to act
as a change agent to instil in young ones appreciation
and aptitude for a career in Humanities, Arts and
Aesthetics for their holistic development and
thus preserving ‘humane’ elements for a balanced
approach to harness human potential.

The faculty of Arts, besides excellent infrastructure
has erudite scholars and experienced exponents of
Aesthetics and Fine Arts.

(2 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Graduation in the relevant subject

4. Fine Arts:

(i) BFA (Foundation, Painting,
Applied Arts, Fashion Designing):
(4 years)

sculpture,

Qualifications and minimum marks:
10+2 (Any recognized board and any stream).
(ii) DFA (Painting, sculpture, Applied Arts):
(2 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:

10+2 (Any recognized board and any stream)
RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
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Where Education is a Passion

Faculty of
SCIENCE

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. B.Sc.:
(3 years)
(i) in PCM/ CBZ:

Qualifications and minimum marks:
10+2 in science stream with 45% marks (40%
for SC/ST candidates) in the subject offered.

ABOUT US
Faculty of Science of the University offers various
need based and demand driven programmes in
Natural and Applied Sciences.

The faculty has excellent infrastructure, facilities
and resources including quality labs, well-resourced
library and state of the art technical aids. The
faculty has exceptionally qualified and experienced
academicians and scholars to help, guide, and
train students to eventually become exemplary
academicians, researchers, skilled trainers and
managers.

(ii) in Home Science:

Qualifications and minimum marks:
10+2 in science or Commerce/arts with home
science as one of the subjects with 45% marks
(40% for SC/ST candidates) in the subject
offered.

2. Library Science:
(i) B.Lib:
(1year)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Graduation
(ii) M.Lib:
(1 year)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
B.Lib/BLIS with 50%marks.
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Where Education is a Passion

Faculty of
NATUROPATHY & YOGIC
SCIENCE

ABOUT US
Evidence shows that alternative therapeutic
approaches in contrast to Allopathy (which is all
pervasive) have tremendous potential for alleviating
human suffering and effecting wholesome wellbeing.

Well-resourced faculty of Naturopathy and Yogic
Sciences in RBBSU emphatically offers courses/
programs in indigenous / heteropathic approaches
to disease prevention and management. The faculty
offers innovatively designed programs keeping
in perspective the time-tested beneficial aspects
of therapeutic measures with natural elements/
ingredients and Yogic postures.
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COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. BNYS:
(4.5 years + 1 year Internship)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in 10+2

2. B.Sc. Yoga:
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
45% marks in 10+2

Where Education is a Passion

Faculty of
JOURNALISM & MASS
COMMUNICATION

ABOUT US
In an E-enabled, interactive and globalised
world, Information Management with effective
communication is the sustaining fulcrum of all
affairs of an informed people- knowledge creation/
dissemination, trade, research, business etc.

The faculty of Mass Communication and Journalism of
the University is futuristic in its curricular approach
with specially designed programs for young aspirants
endeavouring into areas of Information management
and Journalism. The faculty is resource rich with
excellent infrastructure, people with enviable
expertise and experience.

COURSES OFFERED &
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. BJMC:
(3 years)

Qualifications and minimum marks:
Pass 10+2
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FACILITIES
The University boasts of excellent educational facilities and resources, namely, well equipped Language lab,
Psychology lab, Science labs, Mathematics lab, Computer lab, ICT lab, Audiovisual aids, seminar hall and well
stacked library with four reading halls. There are Indoor games and outdoor sports facilities, canteen and
prayer room etc. within the campus.

Library
Library is the heart, mind and soul of
a University and a fountain head of
innovativeness, inspiration and insight
for both, the students and the faculty.
Learning and library are to each as
the light to the lamp. The library is
housed in a spacious section of the
university building. Library member
ship is open to the faculty members
and students both. The library has
been organized into different sections
such as text books section, common
reference book section and a periodical
publications section in the subject field
of Humanities, Science, Social Science,
Computer technologies, literature and
all other subjects etc. There is an audiovisual room, a computer room where the students can take use of the
latest mode of technologies for acquiring Knowledge.

Computer Lab
The university has a wellequipped and well managed
computer lab. Approximately
100
computers
are
available with all necessary
peripherals. Net connectivity
is also available to students.
The
departments
have
developed a good rapport
with the IT industry and the
students can take up their
project works in various
industries. Various Seminars
and workshops are organized
regularly to help the faculty
and students to update their
knowledge about the latest
developments.
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ICT Lab

The university is imparting computer
education as a part of the curriculum.
This helps the students to keep pace
with the changing technology in their
Mathematics and Science lessons. It
develops their interest in advanced
scientific studies. The computer systems
are also used to undertake research
and data processing. Internet access,
availability of latest versions of software
for programming, data base management,
multimedia applications and printing
facilities enhance the learning effect.

Hostel & Mess

There are separate hostels for boys and girls with mess facility for the students. The students are provided
with breakfast, lunch, evening tea and dinner. The nutritious and hygienic food quality standard is maintained
at the university. Special food is provided at specific timings during fast days for the students of different
religions.

Auditorium:

A well-equipped auditorium fitted
with digital multimedia with film
screen facility of 300 capacity is
a unique feature of the university
where symposiums, workshops,
seminars, social and cultural
programs can be organized.
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Canteen
There is a good
canteen for the day
scholar
students
where there are
good facilities for
sitting. The eatables
are provided at very
reasonable prices
and in a hygienic
way.

Laboratories:
The university is equipped with the most up to date equipments and materials in different labs. All our
laboratories fulfil the academic requirements of the running courses as per the norms of the respective
Councils.

Sports facilities:
Numerous indoor and outdoor sports facilities are available for students. There are two separate, large play
grounds. Sports are regular features. Sports competitions are held regularly. The purpose of sports activities
is not only entertainment but also keeping students physically fit.
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Transportation
The
university
has its own buses
which are used for
transportation for
students, faculty
and staff from
hostels to city
and other places.
Students and staff
also use the buses
for excursion and
educational tours.

Lecture Halls:

There are
Lecture halls,
demonstration
rooms located
close to
laboratories, where
group discussion,
seminars and
tutorials are
held involving
multimedia
presentations.

Medical Facilities:
Health care of
students is given
priority. The
students are
subjected to medical
checkups. A primary
health centre is
maintained in the
university with
essential first aid
facilities. There
is 350 bedded Dr.
K.K.B.M. Subharti
Hospital in the
campus too.
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LIFE AT SUBHARTI
Life at Subharti transcends beyond academics and encompasses activities toward comprehensive growth
and welfare of students. The campus is a mini town ship and thrives with a unique liveliness of its own. Extracurricular activities and events, namely, cultural and sport events, inter-departmental fests, workshops,
debates, elocutions, quiz, presentations, students orientation programs etc. are integrated into the fabric of
holistic development of students. Various National days (Independence Day, Republic Day) are also celebrated
with full patriotic fervour besides observing Birth Anniversaries of eminent and stalwart sons of the soil.
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APPLYING FOR A PROGRAM:
How to procure an Application
form
• The application forms for ‘Merit Based Admissions’
and Entrance Test can be obtained by paying an
application fee of a sum of Rs. 500/- cash or DD
in favour of ‘Dr. Jagat Narain Subharti Charitable
Trust’ payable at Dehradun from the office of the
University or from the places advertised through
the newspapers or shown on the University website
www.rbbsubhartiuniversity.edu The application
form can also be obtained by post by paying an
additional amount of Rs. 50/- as postage.
• Information Brochure is supplied free along with
the application form

• The application form can also be down loaded from
the University website www.rbbsubhartiuniversity.
edu.

General Instruction for Filling
up the Application Form:

• Please refer to the item-wise instructions before
filling up the form.

• Form must be filled in applicant’s own handwriting
• Use only BLACK or BLUE ball point type pen to fill
up the form.

• Applicants must paste their most recent colour
self-attested photograph (not older than 3 months)
in the appropriate place. Do not pin or staple the
photograph.
• Square boxes provided in the forms are only for
writing the alphabets in capitals or numbers. The
alphabets or number should be written in any one
box. Wherever codes are given, fill the boxes in the
application form with the appropriate codes.

• Overwriting, striking off or erasing in the form
may lead to rejection of the form and should be
avoided. Any discrepancy in the statement and /or
submission of incomplete forms will lead to rejection
of application /cancellation of admission.
• Keep a photocopy of the filled application for future
reference. Application number must be quoted in all
future correspondence.
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• Applicants who are required to submit photocopies
of mark sheets/certificates or any other document
must ensure that:
1. The photocopies are on A4 size paper only.
2. The print is clear and legible.
3. Both sides are photocopied if the original mark
sheets are printed on both sides.
4. Application number must be written at top
corner of all the photocopies.
5. Proof of date of birth- Secondary School
Certificate issued by affiliating Board/University.
6. Character Certificate from the Head of the School/
Institute/University from where the Qualifying
Exam was passed.
7. Passing Certificate and marks sheet of qualifying
examination issued by the Board/University.In
case the eligibility criteria prescribes a condition
of passing of a subject or subjects at some level,
the Certificates/ Marks sheet of the concerned
examination in proof thereof should also be
produced.

• Do not fold the form. Do not staple or clip the form
with any other enclosures. Keep it loose. All marks
cards are certificates, if any, must be stapled together.
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• The duly filled application form can be submitted
at the Central Admission Cell of the University along
with a non-refundable registration fee of Rs. 1000/- in
cash or by demand draft in favour of ‘Dr. Jagat Narain
Subharti Charitable Trust’payable at Dehradun or
can be sent by post at the address of the University.

• Registration of application does not mean that the
student has been granted admission. The admission
depends on several factors and the admission list will
be declared separately.
• If you have down loaded the form from the website
www.rbbsubhartiuniversity.edu you have to submit
the filled in form along with demand draft of Rs.
1550/- (one thousand five hundred and fifty only) as
application fee, registration fee and postal charges.

• Demand draft must be kept loose. The name of the
applicant along with the form number should be
written at the back of the draft.
• Application forms which are incomplete or not
accompanied by the required amount of fee, are
likely to be rejected.

SAMPLE FORM
1. NAME OF THE APPLICANT: Write your name in CAPITAL LETTERS as it appears in your 10th
standard marks card. Leave one blank box between adjacent words. Your name should not exceed 31
characters including the blank spaces. Do not use any prefixes like Dr., Mr., Mrs., Miss/Ms. etc.
For example MR. PAWAN KUMAR SHARMA should be written as:
P

2.

A

W

a

n

K

U

M

A

R

S

H

A

R

M

A

DATE OF BIRTH: Enter the date, month and year of your birth as recorded in 10th standard marks card in DD/MM/YY
format only. When the number of date or month is a single digit, zero should be prefixed.

For example , 5th December 1992 should be written as:
1

9

1

DATE
3.

9

MONTH

1

9

9

2

YEAR

SEX: Tick the appropriate box only.

For example ,Male candidate should mark as:
MALE
4.
5.

FEMALE

Nationality: write your nationality

Name of the course : write full name of the course

For example, an application for BDS course, should write as
BDS
....................................................................................

6.

CATEGORY: There are five categories as mentioned in the chart below; write the code accordingly.

For example, an applicant seeking admission under general category, should write as:
0

1

CATEGORY CODES
CATEGORY

CODE

GENERAL

01

S.C

02

OBC

03

NRI

04

FOREIGN NATIONAL

05
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7.

(a) NAME OF THE FATHER- write the name of your father:

For example if MR. RAM RATAN SHARMA is the Father , write it as below:
r

7.

A

m

r

a

t

a

n

S

H

A

R

M

A

(b) NAME OF MOTHER- write the name of your Mother:

For example if MRS. RAJ RANI SHARMA is Mother . write it as below:
r

8.

A

j

r

a

n

i

S

H

A

R

M

A

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE: Write the complete postal address including PIN CODE to which communications
are to be send. Also write the telephone number with STD code and e-mail address, if any.

For example , the address:
MR. PAWAN KUMAR SHARMA
S/O SH. RAM RATAN SHARMA
H.NO.125, SHASTRI NAGAR
GARH ROAD,
MEERUT-250 002
Write as shown below ( use the three lines given to fill up the information appropriately).
ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE ( DO NOT REPEAT NAME)
h

n

1

2

g

a

r

h

m

e

e

r

5
u

s

h

a

r

o

a

d

t

-

2

5

s

t

r

i

0

0

0

2

9.1. CITY- fill up your city name.

For example, the city Meerut should be written as
m

e

e

r

u

t

9.2. PINCODE: Fill up your appropriate 6 digit pin code.

For example, the Pin Code 250 002 should be written as:
2

5

0

0

0

2
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n

a

g

a

r

10. TELEPHONE NUMBER WITH STD CODE: Fill up the STD code in the boxes provided prior to telephone number, leave
one box vacant before writing the telephone number. Use zero prefixed to the STD code.

The phone number is 2439042 at Meerut. The STD code Meerut is 0121. The STD code should be written first and then

the telephone number. Write like this, for example:
0

1

2

1

2

4

3

9

0

4

3

11. MOBILE NUMBER: Fill up your mobile number in the boxes provided and do not prefix ‘0’ or leave any blank space
between your mobile number:

For example, the mobile number 9837023490 should be written as
9

8

3

7

0

2

3

4

9

0

12. E-MAIL ADDRESS: Fill up the email id in CAPITAL letters without blank spaces.
c

e

l

l

s

u

b

h

a

r

t

i

a

d

m

i

s

s

i

o

n

@

g

m

a

i

l

.

c

o

l

NOTE: It is useful to give your full e-mail address for speedy communication. The university will not be responsible for non
receipt of the e-mail if the address given is incomplete or incorrect.

13. ALTERNATE E-MAIL ADDRESS: Fill up an alternative e-mail id

14. PHOTOGRAPH: paste your most recent self attested colour photograph (not older than three months) at the
appropriate place.

Do not staple or pin the photograph.

15. SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT: Sign within the box without touching the edges.

16. LEFT THUMB IMPRESSION OF APPLICANT: The left thumb impression of the applicant must be taken as instructed
below:

(i) Use standard blue/black ink stamp pad
(ii) Wash and dry your hands.

(iii) Stain your left thumb with pad ink.

(iv) Transfer the left thumb impression by rolling your stained thumb
from side to side.

Application without left thumb impression will not be accepted.

(v) Apply moderate pressure to avoid smudging.

17. DETAILS OF 10+2 : Write the month and year ,school/college and board/university from where you have passed or are
passing 10+2 or equivalent examination.

18. DETAILS OF QUALIFYING EXAMINATION ( only for PG/Diploma).

Write the details of qualification exam, college and Board/University from where you have passed or are passing 10+2 or
equivalent examination.
19. Demand Draft (DD) details ( only if the application form has been downloaded from website):
Write DD no., DD date, DD amount and issuing bank name with Branch code.

18. DECLARATION: Candidates and the parents/ Guardian must sign with date the declaration to authenticate the
information provided by them. Unsigned applications will not be accepted.

ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO DIRECTOR- ADMISSIONS/REGISTRAR

NAME and ADDRESS: Write the name and complete postal address including PIN CODE and the telephone number with STD
code, if any as it appears in your application.
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RULES & REGULATIONS
Ban on Ragging
RAGGING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED IN THE
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS. Students shall adhere to the
norms regarding ANTI RAGGING LAWS laid down by
the University which are as under:
According to the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India
ragging includes “disorderly behaviour/ treatment
with fellow student whether by words, spoken or
written or by any act which has the effect of teasing,
treating and handling with rudeness any other
student, indulging in rowdy or indecent activities,
which may cause or is likely to cause physical or
psychological harm or to raise fear or apprehension
thereof in a fresher or a junior student.”

Some of the punishments for students directly or
indirectly involved in the ragging and its abetment
are as follows:
• Cancellation of admission.

• Suspension from attending classes/hostel.

• Suspension/expulsion from the university and or
hostel or both.
• Fine up to Rs. 10,000/- .

• Lodging FIR/Police Action against an offender.

Parents of students are also required to sign the
undertaking that they know about the above rules
and the punishments for those who happen to indulge
in ragging and that their wards will not indulge in
ragging. Similarly, the students are required to give
an undertaking that they know the above rulings
and punishments for those who happen to indulge in
ragging and that they will not indulge in ragging.

GENERAL RULES OF
ADMISSION:

• Admissions to the courses offered by Ras Bihari
Bose Subharti University are done either through
Entrance Examination or on the basis of merit in
the qualifying examination, spot test and interview,
wherever applicable.

• If seats remain vacant after the entrance examination
in any course and students are not available in the
waiting list made on the basis of marks obtained in
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the Entrance Examination, admissions will be made
from another list compiled considering the marks
obtained in the qualifying examination, spot test
and/or interview conducted by the University.

• A notification will be issued in newspapers and
will also be posted at the website of the University
regarding the date of spot test and interview etc
(decided by the university on its discretion) along
with other relevant details related to the examination.
The applicant will be required to go to the specified
place on specified date along with all the original
certificates and fee of the course, to be deposited
then and there, if selected.
• The academic session will commence from 1st
August 2017 or as per norms of relevant Regulatory
bodies/councils. The last date of admission in a
semester system course is 30th of September and in
yearly system is 31st October.
Admissions are open for Indian/Foreign Nationals
and NRIs. Students who have passed the qualifying
examination from outside the country will have
to produce the equivalence certificate from the
Association of Indian Universities. Any other
condition laid down by the Central Govt. shall have
the superseding effect.

• RESERVATION:

(i) *25% seats are reserved for candidates, who are
permanent residents of the state of Uttarakhand. If
these reserved seats remain vacant, the said vacant
seats shall be filled by All India Category Candidates.
(ii) For the reserved seats as mentioned in subclause (i) above, the University shall comply with the
State Government reservation policy as amended/
applicable from time to time.

(iii) 25% rebate in the Tuition Fees only shall be
given to the candidates who are admitted under
Permanent resident category as mentioned in subclause (i) above.

(iv) Under the Physically handicapped category, only
the candidates with locomotors disability of lower
Limbs (as per regulations) shall be considered.
• The student is required to have attained 17 years of
age by 31st December of the year of admission in all
graduation courses after 10+2. The Vice Chancellor
has the right to relax the condition in exceptional
circumstances if the course is governed only by the

University rules and also not in contravention of any
UGC/Statutory Body regulation.

• The form annexed to this brochure is for students,
applying for merit based admissions or Entrance
Test.

• Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University reserves the
right to change the curriculum, course structure and
the rules relating to Admissions, Examinations, Fee
Structure, Refunds, and Scholarships etc provided
there is no regulation of the UGC/Statutory Body in
contravention to that.
• Updates, if any, will be notified on the University
website and no individual communication will be
sent to the candidates. All differences and disputes
arising in the interpretation and implementation of
any section in this Prospectus will be referred to the
Vice Chancellor and his decision shall be final and
binding.
• The legal Jurisdiction of the University is Nainital
High Court, Uttarakhand.

• The policy of Refund of fee as laid down by the
UGC shall be followed by the University, except in
the M.B.B.S course where there is a separate policy
as per the judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court.
Both policies can be obtained by the students from
the student’s section/admission cell.
• Admission of students reporting late without
any valid reason and information are likely to be
cancelled.

• Students are to report/register on the day of
commencement of the session or if the admission is
made later to that, then immediately.
• Students are required to bring the following
documents at the time of joining the University:

(a) The admission letter in original along with Fee
Receipt.
(b) Registration- cum-admission form duly filled
with one Photo pasted and one spare. Photo pasted
should be self attested.
(c) Form for the Non- Hosteller students duly filled
in (Annexure- 1)
(d) Students should also bring Medical Certificate in
the form attached as (Annexure -2)
(e) Undertaking from the students and parent

separately as per the provisions of Anti-Ragging
Rules. Affidavit on a non- judicial stamp paper of
Rs.10/- each duly notarized. (Annexure – 3 and 4).

(f) In the case of students who have been
provisionally admitted, if they fail to produce proof of
having fulfilled the eligibility conditions at the time
of joining will have to submit an undertaking that (s)
he will submit the proof of fulfilling the laid down
eligibility condition for admission to the course,
by 31 October positively, failing which his/her
provisional registration/admission to the said course
will automatically stand cancelled. The undertaking
will be given by the student and his/her parent
separately in the format attached as (Annexure 5 and
6 respectively).
(g) Students willing to stay in hostel should bring the
form duly filled in, attached as (Annexure – 7 and 8).
(h) Form for issue of Identity card has to be submitted
duly filled in CAPITAL LETTERS only (Annexure- 9)

• List of selected candidates will be put up on/
displayed on the notice board of the University Central
Office accordingly. The University is not responsible
to inform the candidate personally / individually.
For any query, anyone can contact ‘Mobile Numbers
08194007424’

• The last date of admission for the different courses
will be as per the relevant notification issued by the
University.

Don’ts

• Smoking, chewing of tobacco/Gutka/ Pan Masala,
and consumption of alcohol or any other intoxicant,
within the campus and hostels is strictly prohibited.
You are advised to refrain from indulging in these
habits even when away from the campus.

• Use of cell phones in ‘ringing mode’ during
teaching hours is strictly prohibited. In exceptional
circumstances, urgent/ emergency calls may be
taken with permission of concerned faculty going out
of the class room.
• Avoid entry in prohibited areas like mess
cookhouse, electric panel room, D.G Set section,
sewage treatment plant etc.
• Avoid use of Polyethylene bag in the campus.

• We have systems in the place that would facilitate
your smooth functioning. Feel free to discuss any
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academic or administrative issues with the concerned
authority. For academic issues, your contact points
in order are: your faculty, Class Coordinators, Head
of the Department, and the Principal/Director. For
administrative issues, your contact points in order
are: Head of an Administrative Department (Library,
Accounts, Examination and Transport) and the
Principal/Director. In case of any type of problem,
which is troubling the student, (s)he may contact the
Dean/Additional Dean Students Welfare.
• We have put in place a comprehensive and
transparent student evaluation system. Besides the
external Examination, students are assessed on the
basis of Class Assignments, Sessional Examinations,
and Discipline. Sessional marks of the students are
displayed on the notice boards before submitting
these to the University so that the students can
identify the discrepancy, if any, and bring that to the
notice of the concerned person.
• Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University, Dehradun
believes that our achievements rest on your success.
Let us give our best to achieve our mutual goals. In
this journey of academic excellence you should strike
a balance between academic and other activities.
• Avoid delay, and make your learning process
enjoyable by completing each activity in time.

Do’s

• You are required to attend the classes and complete
your assignments regularly. A minimum of 75%
attendance is must for being eligible to appear in the
examinations; however, 100 % attendance is solicited
and rewarded.
• Your entry to the campus and exit from the campus
will be monitored. You should carry your ID-Card
with you all the time.

• During academic sessions, you are required to be
present in your respective classrooms. You will not
be allowed to leave the campus’s premises during
your teaching hours.
• You should maintain cordial relations amongst your
co- students/colleagues, with your faculty and non
teaching staff members.
• A large number of activities will be conducted in
groups where you should actively participate for
achieving the desired results.
• You need to protect the campus Infrastructure at
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your service. For any damage caused to the campus
infrastructure, it is the responsibility of the student(s)
to make good for the same if that is caused by any
action attributed to them or any outsider sponsored
by the student(s).

Dress Code

All the students are required to be decently dressed,
with neat and clean uniform, duly prescribed by the
Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University. However, on
Saturday the students may report in a decent casual
dress.

Library Rules & Regulations

• No Bags/Hand Bags/Raincoats/Jerkins/Casual
Wears/Printed Materials will be allowed inside the
Main Library. Note Books, and Laptops (without
bags) however, may be allowed.

• There is a reading room outside the main library
where the students can sit along with their belongings
and can read their own books.
• Every reader must sign the Gate Register while
entering the Library.

• Students should Keep Silence in the Library. Mobile
Phones should be kept in “Silent Mode” while using
Library.
• Library timings are from 8:30 a.m. to 8 pm, but
issue/return of books timing will be from 9:30 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m.

• A Book may be issued for 14 days only. However,
issued books may be recalled earlier, if urgently
required by the Library.
• Maximum number of Books which can be issued to
a student is 2.
• Periodicals and Reference Books will not be issued
and may be consulted only in the Library.
• A Book must be returned in the same condition in
which it was issued.

• In case an issued Book is not returned on time, a
fine of Rs. 5/- per day will be charged up to 14 days.
After this period, a fine of Rs. 10/- per day will be
charged for the next 14 days. If the book is still not
returned, double the cost of the latest edition of the
book will be charged. No book in exchange will be
accepted.

• Absence from the Institute will not be accepted as
an excuse for the delay in returning of books.

• No reminders will be given to individual defaulters,
but a consolidated list of defaulters will be displayed
on the Notice Board.
• Books/Old Magazines will be issued to Identity
Card holders only. In case of marking / underlining/
dog-ear of books, the cost of the latest edition of the
book will be charged from the student.

Computer Lab Rule
• Timings will be as per the Academic Time Table of
respective classes.
• Tea, Snacks, Smoking etc. are not allowed inside the
Computer Lab.

• Students are not allowed to use personal Floppies,
Pen Drives, CDs etc., in Computer Lab.
The equipments should be operated properly and

Any violation of the above Rules shall attract the furniture to be maintained at the proper place
disciplinary action.
always.

• Students not following the above rules shall be
fined heavily in addition to any administrative action
even to the extent of expulsion from the program.
The rules are subject to change by the order of the
Competent Authority.

HOSTEL RULES
General Rules
• All boarders are supposed to report for the Roll Call
every day at the notified time i.e 8:30 p.m.

• All boarders are required to be present physically
and make a proper queue to record their presence.

• In case of any emergency or illness, the students
are required to inform the Warden before the time
of attendance.
• Ragging is strictly prohibited and punishable under
law.

• Every boarder has to follow timing fixed for
reporting back to the hostel.
• Winter (1 Oct. to 30 Mar) 8:00 pm, Summer (1 Apr.
to 30 Sept.) 8:30 pm

• Hostlers are not allowed to bring Day Scholars
without the written permission of the warden in the
Hostel Premises (inside Room, Mess, etc.)
• Always keep your Hostel ID in your pocket to prove
your identity, whenever required.
• Playing music at high volume causing disturbance
to other inmates is not allowed.

• While leaving the rooms, lights, fans etc. should be
switched-off to avoid fine or other punitive action.

• Use of personal electrical appliances, indoor
cooking including making of Tea/Coffee/Maggie/
Cup Noodles and the like, in the rooms, is strictly
prohibited.

• Intoxicants, Liquors, Tobacco, Explosives, Weapons,
Obscene and Anti Social and Anti National materials
etc. are not allowed to be kept /stored by the students
in the Room / Hostel premises.

• Writing/mentioning obscenity on doors, walls,
furniture, switch plates etc. in the hostel premises
including washroom walls is strictly prohibited.
• Any type of sexual harassment/un-natural
behaviour is strictly prohibited.

• Students shall not hold any meeting or organize any
collective activity in the hostel without the written
permission of the Warden.
• Use of Loud-Speakers in hostels is prohibited.

• Celebration of parties, playing with dry/wet
colours/plain water in the hostel premises as well
as in the University Campus is strictly prohibited.
However an event may be organized in a specified
area inside the Campus with the prior permission of
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the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor on the recommendation
of the Warden.
• Behaving improperly with Warden/Faculty
warden/Asst. Warden/Catering Manager/ Waiters/
Security Guards/Hostel Attendants or any other
person of the Hostel will be treated as misconduct.

• Canvassing for Membership of Bodies/Agencies
(like Avon, Amway, Oriflamme, Q-Net etc.) or
promoting sale and purchase (like cosmetics, soaps,
etc) in the hostel is not allowed.
• Students are not permitted to keep excessive cash
and valuables with them in their rooms.

• A student should have smart bearing when going
out of the hostel always using dress be fitting the
occasion and place of visit.

• During the university timings, the students should
invariably be in their classes/library/computer
lab excepting those who are permitted to stay in
their respective rooms by the Hostel warden due to
sickness.

• A student falling sick or feeling symptoms of
sickness should report to the Hostel warden. First
Aid is available with the warden. To facilitate
evaluation of a sick student to the hospital, necessary
arrangements shall be made.
• No student shall leave the hostel without prior
permission of the Hostel Warden.
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• Two Out-Passes in a week will be issued on
weekdays (excluding Sundays and other Holidays)
after 3.30 pm for students. On Sundays, the timings
for outing will be 9.00 a.m. to 6.00/6.30 p.m.
• No student shall remain absent from the hostel
during night, unless he has obtained ‘Night-Out Pass’
from the Warden.
• Night-Out Permission/Pass to Hostel students
will be given on weekends only if the request of the
resident has prior approval of the Parents/Local
guardians whose photos are given at the time of
admission.

• Hostellers taking leave during vacation period
should clearly mention address where they are
going, telephone numbers, dates and other required
information in the Leave Form / Movement Book.
• Students intending to go home during the working
days for attending family functions will require
permission of the Principal/HOD, subject to receipt
of written request for the same from parents of the
students.

• Day or Night-Out Pass cannot be taken as a matter
of routine. Out-pass for Day-outing will be issued only
after class hours. Night-Out passes will be issued by
the Hostel Warden on satisfying him/her about the
genuine need of the boarders to stay out.

NOTE : Violation of any of the above Rules shall
be treated as an act of indiscipline and shall attract
disciplinary action.

FEE STRUCTURE
FEE STRUCTURE 2017-18
DURATION

S.
N.

COURSE
NAME

INTAKE

1

M.B.B.S.

150

4.5
YRS

300

3 Yrs 1000

REGn.
Fee

1000

ADMISSION
Fee

EXAMINATION Fee

SECURITY (One
Time)

*

*

*

*

5000

2000

2000

2000

5000

30000

22500

*

LIBRARY
FEE

MISCELLANEOUS
Fee

TUTION
FEE AIQ
(Annual)

TUTION FEE
UQ (Annual)

*

*

Polytechnic
2

Civil, Cemical,
Electrical, Mechanical
(Automobiles),
Mechanical (Production)
Engineering

3

Polytechnic
(LE)

60

2 Yrs 1000

8000

2000

2000

3000

8000

20000

15000

4

D.Pharm

60

2 Yrs 1000

8000

3000

2000

3000

10000

20000

15000

5

B.Sc. Nursing

30

4 Yrs 1000

8000

10000

2000

3000

10000

32000

24000

6

GNM

30

3 Yrs 1000

8000

10000

2000

3000

10000

27000

20000

7

B.Ed

100

2 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

10000

28000

21000

8

M.A
Education

50

2 Yrs 1000

2000

2000

1000

2000

5000

7000

5250

9

DPT

30

2 Yrs 1000

8000

5000

5000

3500

10000

25000

18750

10

BPT

25

4 Yrs 1000

8000

5000

5000

3500

10000

20000

15000

11

DOPT

30

2 Yrs 1000

8000

5000

5000

3500

10000

25000

18750

12

BOPT

30

3.5
Yrs

1000

8000

5000

5000

3500

10000

20000

15000

13

B.Sc. MLT

30

3.5
Yrs

1000

8000

5000

5000

3500

5000

20000

15000

14

BMRIT

30

3.5
Yrs

1000

8000

5000

5000

3500

10000

20000

15000

15

M.Sc. MEDICAL
ANATOMY

30

3 Yrs 5000

20000

12000

10000

5000

15000

40000

30000

16

M.Sc. MEDICAL
BIOCHEMISTRY

25

3 Yrs 5000

20000

12000

10000

5000

15000

40000

30000

17

M.Sc. MEDICAL
MICROBIOLOGY

30

3 Yrs 5000

20000

12000

10000

5000

15000

40000

30000

18

M.Sc. MEDICAL
PHYSIOLOGY

30

3 Yrs 5000

20000

12000

10000

5000

15000

40000

30000

19

B.Sc PCM/CBZ/
HOME SCIence

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

3000

7000

5250

20

B.Sc. cOMPUTER
SCIENCE

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

7000

12000

9000
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FEE STRUCTURE
S.
N.

COURSE
NAME

INTAKE

DURATION

ADMISSION
Fee

EXAMINATION Fee

SECURITY (One
Time)

LIBRARY
FEE

MISCELLANEOUS
Fee

TUTION
FEE AIQ
(Annual)

TUTION FEE
UQ (Annual)

21

BCA

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

6000

10000

7500

22

BBA

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

6000

10000

7500

23

B.A

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

6000

7000

5250

24

B.A.ECONOMICS
(HONOURS)

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

6000

40000

30000

25

M.A

60

2 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

6000

10000

7500

26

B.Com

60

3 Yrs 1000

3000

3000

2000

2000

2000

5000

3700

27

B.Com. (HONOURS)

60

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

6000

40000

30000

28

M.Com

60

2 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

3000

5000

10000

7500

29

B.Lib

30

1 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

3000

5000

3700

30

M.Lib

60

1 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

3000

8000

6000

31

M.C.A.

60

3 Yrs 1000

10000

3000

2000

3000

10000

33000

24750

32

M.B.A.GENERAL

60

2 Yrs 1000

10000

5000

10000

5000

20000

49000

36750

33

M.B.A. HOSPITAL
ADMinistration

60

2 Yrs 1000

10000

5000

10000

5000

20000

49000

36750

34

M.B.A. FASHION
DESIGNING

30

2 Yrs 1000

10000

5000

10000

5000

20000

55000

41250

35

DHM

60

1.5
Yrs

5000

3000

2000

3000

10000

16000

12000

36

BHM

60

3 Yrs 1000

10000

5000

5000

4000

15000

20000

15000

37

DFA PAINTING

30

1.5
Yrs

1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

5000

10000

28000

38

DFA SCULPTURE

30

1.5
Yrs

1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

5000

16000

12000

39

DFA APPLIED ARTS

30

1.5
Yrs

1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

5000

14000

10500

40

BFA FOUNDATION

30

4 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

2000

2000

10000

29000

21750
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REGN.
Fee

1000

FEE STRUCTURE
ADMISSION
Fee

EXAMINATION Fee

SECURITY (One
Time)

LIBRARY
FEE

MISCELLANEOUS
Fee

TUTION
FEE AIQ
(Annual)

TUTION FEE
UQ (Annual)

4 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

5000

3000

15000

23000

17250

30

4 Yrs 1000

1000

3000

5000

3000

15000

25000

18750

BFA FASHION DESIGNING

30

4 Yrs 1000

8000

3000

5000

3000

15000

26500

19875

44

B.Sc Yoga

30

3 Yrs 1000

8000

3000

5000

3000

15000

26500

19875

45

BNYS

30

4.5
Yrs

1000

3000

3000

2000

1000

5000

9500

7125

46

BJMC

30

3 Yrs 1000

5000

3000

5000

3000

5000

16000

12000

S.
N.

COURSE
NAME

INTAKE

DURATION

41

BFA SCULPTURE

30

42

BFA APPLIED ARTS

43

REGN.
Fee

AIQ= ALL INDIA QUOTA
UQ= UTTARAKHAND QUOTA
NOTE- 25% DISCOUNT IN TUTION FEE FOR UTTARKHAND DOMICILE

* UNDER CONSIDERATION, SHALL BE DECLARED LATER ON
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Where Education is a Passion

ras bihari bosE subharti unIversity
Subhartipuram, Kotda Santour, Nanda Ki Chowki,
Prem Nagar, Dehradun - 248007, Uttarakhand (INDIA)
Ph. No.: +91 135 2771925

Email ID: cellsubhartiadmission@gmail.com, rbbsuddn2016@gmail.com
Website: www.rbbsubhartiuniversity.edu

Location Map
Kotda
Santour
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RAS BIHARI BOSE
Where Education is a Passion

SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
Subhartipuram, Kotda Santaur, Aamwala Road, P.O- Chandanwadi,
Nanda Ki Chowki, PremNagar, Dehradun - 248007, Ph: 0135- 2771925
E-mail: cellsubhartiadmission@gmail.com, Website: www.rbbsubhartiuniversity.edu

Application Form
Note:

1. Read the instruction carefully before filling up the form.
2. Use only blue ink ballpoint pen to fill up the form.
3. Fill the form in English using capital/block letters only.
4. Do not fold staple or clip the form.

1. NAME OF THE APPLICANT

2. DATE OF BIRTH 			

Date

Month

3. SEX (Tick appropriate one)			

Male

Year

4. NATIONALITY

Female

5. COURSE: WRITE FULL NAME OF THE COURSE.
COURSE……………………………………………………………………………………………………………........................................................
6. CATEGORY (√ and Submit Proof )

GEN

SC/ST

7. (a) NAME OF FATHER:				

OBC

NRI FOREIGN

NATIONAL

7. (b) NAME OF MOTHER:

ANNUAL INCOME OF YOUR FAMILY (PARENTS)

8. ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE(DO NOT REPEAT NAME)

9.1 CITY					

9.2 PIN CODE

10. TELEPHONE NUMBER (WITH STD CODE) 11. MOBILE NUMBER

12. E-MAIL ADDRESS

13. ALTERNATE E-MAIL ADDRESS

14. PHOTOGRAPH

15. SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT

16. LEFT THUMB IMPRESSION OF APPLICANT
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17. DETAILS OF 10+2 or equivalent 			

SCHOOL/
COLLEGE

BOARD

PASSED

SUBJECT

		

MAXIMUM
MARKS

APPEARING

MARKS
OBTAINED

PERCENTAGE
OF MARKS

YEARS OF
PASSING

PERCENTAGE
OF MARKS

YEAR OF
PASSING

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
TOTAL

QUALIFYING
EXAM

SCHOOL/
COLLEGE

BOARD/
UNIVERSITY

YEAR/
SEMESTER

MAXIMUM
MARKS

MARKS
OBTAINED

18. DETAILS OF QUALIFYING EXAMINATION (only for PG/Diploma)
DETAILS OF SCORE CARDS (GATE/MATE/GMATE /CATE/ XMAT etc………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
19. DD NUMBER		

DD DATED

D AMOUNT 		

ISSUING BANK NAME WITH BRANCH CODE

(Write Application Number, Applicant’s Name and Applicant’s Address on the back side of the Demand Draft)

21. DECLARATION

• I hereby declare that I have carefully read the instructions and all the particulars stated in this application form are true and correct to
the best of my knowledge and belief. If any of the information provided is found incorrect, I shall abide by the actions and decisions taken
by the Ras Bihari Bose Subharti University.
• Registration done will be valid only for 15 days. During this time minimum 50% fee should be submitted. If not, then the seat will be
considered as cancelled and any amount submitted will be forfeited.
• Rs. 500/- will be added in final year fees of all under graduate and post graduate courses.

SIGNATURE OF PARENT/ GUARDIAN
Date:
Place
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SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT
Date:
Place
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Where Education is a Passion

RAS BIHARI BOSE SUBHARTI UNIVERSITY
Subhartipuram, Kotda Santour, Nanda Ki Chowki,
Prem Nagar, Dehradun - 248007, Uttarakhand (INDIA)
Ph. No.: +91 135 2771925 Mobile No. +91 8194007424 & +91 8194007624
Email ID: cellsubhartiadmission@gmail.com, rbbsuddn2016@gmail.com
Website: www.rbbsubhartiuniversity.edu
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